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Brand New Book. Capturing the glamour, heartache and triumphs of Junior Olympic figure-
skating, this stunning new series whisks readers off to - quite literally - the coolest boarding school
on earth. The spotlight is on Skate School as reality TV cameras zoom in on the skaters lives
recording the highs and lows of the grueling training regimes. Frankie s now working hard to
compete in their ladies singles World Championships. But in her free time she loves skating with the
gorgeous Dylan and she finds herself falling for him. However, any hint of romance is strictly
forbidden by Team GB coach, Madame von Berne, so Frankie and Dylan end up skating together in
secret. Trouble is, with all the cameras around nothing can remain secret for long.and Frankie finds
herself the star of the reality TV show, but in trouble with Madame - again! A gripping new boarding
school series with added ice, Skate School combines ambition, competition, friendship and fun. This
compulsively cool read is sure to inspire budding sports stars everywhere - just in time for the
Winter Olympics.
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Totally among the best ebook I actually have ever go through. It is probably the most awesome ebook we have go through. You can expect to like just how
the blogger publish this ebook.
-- Em ilia no Mur phy-- Em ilia no Mur phy

A really awesome ebook with perfect and lucid reasons. Indeed, it is engage in, still an amazing and interesting literature. I am just very easily could
possibly get a satisfaction of reading a composed publication.
-- Petr a  K upha l-- Petr a  K upha l
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